From fairest creatures we desire increase
Zone diet no-no
Possible way to contact Amazon support
Type of music sung together by Rachel, Santana, Finn, and the rest of the New Directions
Sang
Former leader of Venice
Celestial
Frances McDormand movie
Units of energy
What a Brit might take if you give him an inch?
Intelligent birds of the crow family, such as Heckle and Jeckle
1982 Hall & Oates hit song
Emanuel, Walsh, and deBlasio
Wyndham Worldwide Group budget offering
The ______ (group on "Lost")
Twenty minute intervals
Possible perch for a parrot?
Like a dissolute person
Kelvin or Richter, for example
"And sailed back over a year/and in and out of weeks/and through a day/and into the night of his very own room/where he found his supper waiting for him/and it was still hot" author
One is usually found at the bottom of the sink
Natural phenomenon generated by the displacement of water
Donning

Quantity of homemade chocolate chip cookies
Animals thought to protect Pharoahs
One who excuses a bad act
Clever poems
Deserving of admiration
Search for provisions
Owls
One who believes people are basically good and can solve problems using reason
Envious
Stone, brick, or concrete
In the manner of a female parent
Leered at
The largest ever made required 145,000 eggs and a 34 foot pan
Vowed
Bring back to life
Learned person
Toothed edge
Less stable
What you might find in a loved one's arms
Administered a type of corporal punishment
What your eyes might be doing as you slice an onion
Act that usually requires a warrant